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ABSTRACT:  

An Earning Individual has a propensity of setting some money aside which he/ she don’t spend now but want to 

spend for future purchase or meeting some future emergencies. It is that money which he/she wants to be able to 

access quickly, with little or no risk, and with the least amount of taxes. That Money is nothing but referred as 

Savings. 

With the increasing prominence in domestic savings and improvement in employment of investments through 

markets, the need and scope for mutual fund operation has increased tremendously in India. The mutual fund is 

a vehicle that enables millions of small and large savers spread across the country as well as internationally to 

participate in and derive the benefit of the capital market growth. It is an alternative vehicle of intermediation 

between the suppliers and users of investible resources. The vehicle is becoming increasingly popular in India 

and abroad due to higher investor return, relatively lower risk and cost. Thus the participation of mutual funds 

in the conversion of Indian economy has made it urgent to view their Performances. 

This study mainly focused on evaluating or appraising the performance of selected equity infrastructure mutual 

fund schemes in terms of risk- return relationship. The main objectives of this research work is to analyze 

financial performance of selected infrastructure mutual fund schemes through the statistical parameters 

suggested by William Sharpe, Jack Treynor and Michael Jensen (Sharpe ratio, Treynor Ratio, Jensen Alpha, 

etc.). The findings of this research study will be help full to investors for their future investment decisions.  

Keywords: Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, mutual funds, Jensen alpha, risk-return relationship. 

 

1. Introduction 

Distributions of wealth across different asset classes and specific investments have become a exigent task for the 

investors, portfolio managers and fund managers. Essentially, investors participate in financial markets over 

time in order to share and diversify various risks, which arise in their investment decisions. Investors use 

financial markets not only to share risk but to make risk-return trade-off in a better way. Mutual funds help the 

investors make optimal trading strategies economically feasible to mitigate the risk and optimise the return.  
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A Mutual Fund is a trust that pools the savings of a number of investors who share a common financial goal. 

The money thus collected is then invested in capital market instruments such as shares, debentures and other 

securities. The income earned through these investments and capital appreciation realized is shared by its unit 

holders in proportion to the number of units owned by them.  

Mutual funds have become a widely popular and effective way for investors to participate in financial markets 

in an easy, low cost fashion, while muting risk features by spreading the investment across different types of 

securities, also called as diversification.  

The Indian mutual fund industry has gained immense experience and continues to reinvent itself gradually, 

exhibiting steady growth over the last decade. The mutual fund industry in India began with setting up of the 

Unit Trust of India (UTI) in 1964 by the government of India. In 1987 public sector banks and two insurance 

companies (LIC and GIC) were allowed to launch mutual fund. Securities Exchange and Board of India (SEBI), 

regulatory body for Indian capital market, formulated comprehensive regulatory framework for Mutual funds in 

1993 and allowed private corporate bodies to launch mutual fund schemes. Opening up the industry door to 

private sector banks and financial institution in 1993 had ushered in a new era in the evolution of Indian mutual 

fund sector.  

In February 2003, following the repeal of the Unit Trust of India Act 1963 UTI was bifurcated into two separate 

entities. One is the Specified Undertaking of the Unit Trust of India with assets under management of Rs 29,835 

crores as at the end of January 2003, representing broadly, the assets of US 64 scheme, assured return and 

certain other schemes.  

India has been amongst the fastest growing markets for mutual funds since 2004, witnessing a CAGR of 29 

percent in the five-year period from 2004 to 2008 as against the global average of 4 percent. The Indian mutual 

fund industry in terms of regulatory framework is believed to matchup to the most developed markets globally. 

The regulator, Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), has consistently introduced several regulatory 

measures and amendments aimed at protecting the interests of the small investors that augurs well for the long 

term growth of the industry. 

In this context, it becomes pertinent to study the performance of the Indian mutual fund industry. The relation 

between risk-return determines the performance of a mutual fund scheme. As risk is commensurate with return, 

therefore, providing maximum return on the investment made within the acceptable associated risk level helps 

in demarcating the better performers from the laggards.    

Risk-adjusted measures of return are important for both investors and traders. In this paper, we have taken a 

common risk-adjusted performance measure and applied it to mutual fund schemes to get a better idea of 

whether the mutual fund is compensating sufficiently for the amount of risk it has.  

This paper evaluates the performance of infrastructure based equity mutual fund schemes in the Indian market 

for the last five years. Furthermore, the mutual funds utilised in this study were ranked based on their 

performance in the last five years. 
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2. Thematic Infrastructure Funds:- 

Mutual funds constantly come out with different schemes. A lot has been written about large cap funds, mid cap 

funds, small cap funds and various sect oral funds, but not much is known about infrastructure funds and their 

performance. Infrastructure funds are part of a mutual fund category called thematic funds.  

While sect oral funds invest in particular sectors like, say, information technology, power, metals, oil and gas, 

etc, thematic funds invests in themes like infrastructure, consumption-led categories like the retail industry and 

outsourcing companies. 

Today, there is a huge buzz about three themes --infrastructure, consumption and outsourcing.  

Of these three, infrastructure funds have caught the fancy of a lot of mutual funds; many new funds have been 

launched in this category in the last couple of years.  

Infrastructure, as a theme, covers several sectors like power utilities, power equipment and construction 

companies. Unlike technology sector mutual funds (at best, technology sector funds could buy stocks from 

telecom and media besides the software stocks it traditionally invests in), infrastructure funds are not restricted 

to a few sectors. 

Returns from infrastructure funds usually combine capital growth and dividend income in varying proportions. 

In growth-orientated infrastructure funds, there may not be stable income in the near term but the fund seeks to 

achieve capital growth in the medium term. Infrastructure funds that generate steady income streams tend to 

invest in more mature assets. 

3. Literature Review:- 

Mutual funds industry is a growing at a very fast rate India. Various studies and research has been on this 

industry by experts. Here are the lists of few books that have been referred to for the purpose of the study. 

Mehta and Chander (2010) designed to empirically test the three factor model suggested by Fama and French on 

Indian stock market and to document the evidences as to how firm characteristics are used as a better way to 

explain the stock return behaviour. The overall findings indicated that the three factor model given by Fama and 

French is more powerful, than its other variants of taking one or two factors in explaining the variability in the 

returns of all six portfolios. 

Kale and Panchapagesan (2012) examines the reasons for the poor penetration of mutual funds industry and 

point out that lack of weak regulatory environment and governance is the foremost reason for the poor 

performance is the reason for the poor growth and performance of mutual funds. 

Annapoorna and Gupta (2013) in their study examined the performance of mutual fund schemes ranked 1 by 

CRISIL and compare these returns with SBI domestic term deposit rates and found that the most of the mutual 

fund schemes have failed to provide SBI domestic term deposit. 
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Pala and Chandnib (2014) in their study examined the performance of the few income and debt mutual fund 

scheme on the basis of their daily NAVs. From the period Oct 2007 to Oct 2012.The study finds that the best 

scheme were HDFC Mid Cap Opportunity, Birla Sun Life MNC Fund and Quantum Long-Term Equity. 

Wadhwa, B.; Kaur, D. & Vashist, A. (2015) studied the factors responsible for the selection of mutual fund as 

an investment option and also analyzed the impact of various demographic variables on investors attitude 

towards mutual fund by taking three hundred respondents from Delhi region. One third respondents had given 

positive response and half of them had neutral response towards mutual fund. The authors found significant 

association between attitude and demographic features of respondents such as: age, gender, income & 

occupation. It was also found that no significant association between education & attitude towards mutual fund. 

Dr. R. Perumal, (2016) studied the Investment decision-making towards mutual funds by using Statistical tools 

and ratio analysis of mutual fund schemes. The objective of this research work is to exploits the use of statistical 

tools and ratio analysis in terms of financial performance. The research findings are useful to the Mutual Fund 

Companies in terms of understand their performance among the mutual fund companies in the market. 

4. Objectives:- 

 
 The present Study is mainly aimed at evaluating the performance of Thematic Infrastructure Mutual fund 

schemes on the basis of risk-adjusted return like Sharpe Model, Treynor‟s Model and Jensen model. 

5. Significance of the Study:- 

From Investors as well as from fund or portfolio manager point of view ,it is essential to evaluate the 

performance of the  investment  made  or returns generated by the mutual funds schemes periodically since it 

provide the basis for improvement. Through this research study we also come to know historical performance of 

infrastructure based equity mutual fund schemes not only considering the returns generated by these schemes 

but also how much risk these schemes undertaken to generate the returns i.e. though calculating various risk 

adjusted return  ratios ,we came to know which schemes spawned better performance comparatively. 

The need for evaluating the performance of mutual fund schemes in India is to see whether the mutual fund 

schemes are outperforming or underperforming than the risk they have undertaken. The success of any scheme 

depends upon the competence of the management and its soundness. Evaluating historical performance of 

mutual funds is important both for investors as well as portfolio managers. It enables an investor to access as to 

how much return has been generated by the portfolio manager and what risk level has been assumed in 

generating such returns.  

 
6. Research Methodology:- 

Data: - Around 22 open-ended infrastructure equity mutual fund schemes being launched by selected mutual 

funds namely LIC, HDFC, ICICI, Reliance, Birla Sun Life etc has been examined for this research work. These 

schemes have been selected on the basis of regular data availability during the period of January 2013 to 

December 2017. Net Asset Value (NAV) data has been used and the period of the data considered is from the 
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date 1st January 2013 of the scheme till December 31, 2017. Data about the Net Asset Value of the selected 

schemes has collected from the websites such as www.indiainfoline.com and www.nseindia.com, 

www.moneycontrol.com. 

Period of Study: - The growth oriented thematic infrastructure equity mutual fund schemes, floated by the 

selected funds during the period January 2013 to December 2017 have been considered for the purpose of the 

study.Net Asset Value (NAV) as declared by the relevant mutual funds from the January 1st 2013 of a particular 

scheme to 31st December 2017 has been used for the purpose of calculation.  

 Risk Free Rate: - Risk free rate of return refers to that interest rate an investor can expect to earn on an 

investment that carries zero risk. Since the risk-free rate can be obtained with no risk, any other investment 

having some risk will have to generate a higher rate of return in order to induce any investors to hold it. The risk 

free rate would be the rate on Government Securities (G-Sec). However, for general purpose, we can assume the 

SBI FD rate as risk free rate. The SBI FD rate for 1 year is 6.90% .Hence in this research paper we are taking 7 

% as risk free rate of return. 

Tools and techniques For the purpose of Risk adjusted return evaluation, appropriate statistical and financial 

tools, i.e. Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, Jensen Alpha have been calculated & analyzed further. 

 

7. Data Analysis & Interpretation:- 
Risk-adjusted return defines an investment's return by measuring how much risk is involved in producing that 

return, which is generally expressed as a number or rating. Risk-adjusted returns are applied to individual 

securities, investment funds and portfolios. 

In its simplest definition, risk-adjusted return is of how much return our investment has made relative to the 

amount of risk the investment has taken over a given period of time. If two or more investments have the same 

return over a given time period, the one that has the lowest risk will have the better risk-adjusted return. 

However, considering that different risk measurements give investors very different analytical results, it is 

important to be clear on what type of risk-adjusted return is being considered.  

There are a number of risk-adjusted return ratios that help investors assess existing or potential investments. 

These ratios can be more helpful than simple investment return metrics that do not take the level of investment 

risk into account. 

Risk –Adjusted Return Measures:- 

Sharpe Ratio: Sharpe ratio (SR) is another important ratio that analyzes the return generated by a fund relative 

to the risk undertaken. Sharpe ratio helps an investor to know whether it is a safe bet to invest in this fund by 

taking the quantum of risk. The higher the Sharpe ratio (SR), the better a fund„s return relative to the amount of 

risk taken. In other words, a mutual fund with a higher SR is better because it implies that it has generated 

higher returns for every unit of risk that was taken. On the contrary, a negative Sharpe ratio indicates that a risk-

free asset would perform better than the fund being analyzed. The formula of Sharpe measure is:-                                    

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/investment-fund.asp
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Sharpe measure = (Ri - Rf)/Si    Where, Si is standard deviation of the fund.  

Treynor’s Ratio: Another important indicator of risk adjusted performance measure is   Treynor‟s Ratio as it 

helps an investor to know whether an investment's return is due to good investing decisions or a result of excess 

risk. Higher Treynor‟s Ratio is better. Treynor‟s ratio was developed by Jack Treynor; it is a ratio of return 

generated by the fund over and above the risk free rate of return over a given period of time and systematic risk 

associated with it measured by Beta. This is called as reward to volatility ratio. The formula of Treynor ratio is:- 

Treynor's Index (Ti) = (Ri - Rf)/Bi.   Where, Ri represents return on fund, Rf is risk free rate of return and Bi is 

beta of the fund.  

 

Jensen Model or Jensen Alpha  

Jensen model is yet another risk-adjusted performance measure. This measure is developed by Michael Jensen 

and sometimes referred as the differential return method. This measure involves evaluation of the returns that 

the fund has generated vis-à-vis the return actually expected of the fund given the level of its systematic risk.  

Usually, investors will aim to achieve a high return with a minimum amount of risk. So if, for example, two 

portfolios yielded identical returns, but one involved lower risk, the one with lower risk would rationally be the 

more attractive option. 

Jensen's Alpha can help determine if the average return generated is acceptable based on the amount of risk 

involved. If the return is higher than that predicted by the CAPM, the security or portfolio is said to have a 

positive alpha (or an abnormal return). 

Investors are always looking for opportunities where a positive alpha is involved. 

Jensen's alpha = Portfolio Return − [Risk Free Rate + Portfolio Beta * (Market Return − Risk Free Rate)] 

Table 1 Shows Risk adjusted Return Ratios i.e. Sharpe Ratio, Treynor ratio & Jensen Alpha of 

Selected Infrastructure Mutual Fund Schemes:- 

SN 
Name of Scheme 

Sharpe 

Ratio 

Rank Treynor 

ratio 

Rank Jensen 

Alpha 

Rank 

1 
Birla Sun Life Infrastructure Fund 0.53 

05 
10.32 

06 
14.32 

05 

2 
BOI AXA Manufacturing & Infrastructure Fund 0.49 

08 
8.65 

11 
11.83 

09 

3 
Canara Robe co Infrastructure Fund - Regular Plan 0.51 

06 
11.75 

05 
13.22 

06 

4 
DSP Blackrock T.I.G.E.R. Fund - Regular Plan 0.49 

08 
9.05 

09 
11.93 

08 

5 
Escorts Infrastructure Fund 0.35 

15 
7.05 

20 
8.68 

20 

6 
Franklin Build India Fund  0.68 

01 
14.20 

01 
21.77 

01 

7 
HDFC Infrastructure Fund 0.37 

13 
7.38 

18 
10.57 

14 

https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=3161
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2222
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=5621
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6677
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8 
HSBC Infrastructure Equity Fund 0.38 

12 
7.52 

17 
12.99 

07 

9 

ICICI Prudential Infrastructure Fund - Regular 

Plan 
0.43 

11 
8.31 

15 

9.42 

18 

10 
IDFC Infrastructure Fund- Regular Plan  0.50 

07 
8.58 

12 
11.44 

10 

11 

Kotak Infra. and Economic Reform Fund - 

Standard Plan 
0.56 

03 
13.73 

02 

16.64 

03 

12 
L&T Infrastructure Fund  0.66 

02 
13.13 

03 
17.92 

02 

13 
LIC Nomura MF Infrastructure Fund 0.36 

14 
6.65 

21 
7.25 

21 

14 
Religare Invesco Infrastructure Fund 0.51 

06 
11.78 

04 
15.97 

04 

15 
Sahara Infrastructure Fund - Fixed Pricing Option 0.47 

09 
8.11 

16 
9.47 

16 

16 

Sahara Infrastructure Fund - Variable Pricing 

Option 
0.54 

04 
9.34 

07 

11.33 

11 

17 
SBI Infrastructure Fund 0.47 

09 
8.89 

10 
9.44 

17 

18 

Sundaram Infrastructure Advantage Fund - 

Regular Plan 
0.43 

11 
9.06 

08 

11.26 

12 

19 
Reliance ETF Infra Bees 0.10 

16 
1.72 

22 
0.48 

22 

20 
Tata Infrastructure Fund - Plan A 0.43 

11 
8.36 

14 
10.68 

13 

21 
Taurus Infrastructure Fund - Regular Plan 0.44 

10 
8.48 

13 
10.37 

15 

22 
UTI Infrastructure Fund 0.38 

12 
7.08 

19 
8.86 

19 

 

Source: - Own Calculation 

Results of Sharpe Ratio:- 

The third column of Table 2 depicts the values of Sharpe ratio for the schemes and the Rank assigned to the 

Schemes. Positive values of schemes indicate better performance. High positive values of Sharpe ratio found in 

Franklin Build India Fund, L&T Infrastructure Fund, Kotak Infrastructure and Economic Reform Fund - 

Standard Plan, etc. Thus, the investors of these schemes have been rewarded well on their invested money. 

These schemes were also those which had out-performed the market index which further strengthens our above 

conclusion. Sharpe Ratio of all the three sectors is negative. 

Results of Treynor’s Ratio:- 

Table 2 also shows Treynor ratio of Equity Infrastructure Mutual fund schemes, it is the excess return over risk 

free return per unit of systematic risk i.e. Beta. Here, all schemes recorded positive value indicating that these 

schemes provided adequate returns as against the level of risk involved in the investment.  

The highest Treynor ratio was found in Franklin Build India Fund, Kotak Infrastructure and Economic Reform 

Fund - Standard Plan, L&T Infrastructure Fund, etc. These schemes were having highest positive value 

indicating the superior performance amongst all schemes, while some Mutual fund schemes like Reliance ETF 

https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2814
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2814
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6669
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6669
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6780
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=5882
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=3192
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=3194
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=3194
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=5071
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2832
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2832
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2543
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=4256
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=2140
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6669
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6669
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6669
https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6669
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Infra Bees, LIC Nomura MF Infrastructure Fund had found lower value in the analysis that indicates the inferior 

performance. 

 Results of Jensen Alpha:- 

The 7th column of Table 2 shows the Jensen‟s alpha values .Higher alpha values indicate better performance. 

Among the above Equity Infrastructure Mutual fund schemes, higher alpha was found with Franklin Build India 

Fund followed by L&T Infrastructure Fund & Kotak Infrastructure and Economic Reform Fund - Standard Plan, 

while the schemes that showed lower alpha values are again Reliance ETF Infra Bees, LIC Nomura MF 

Infrastructure Fund which indicates that as compared to risk undertaken by the Fund managers, they are unable 

to generate ample returns for investors. 

8. Limitations of the Study:-  

For the purpose of performance evaluation, those schemes have been selected which are in operation since last 5 

years. Only open ended schemes have been considered for this purpose. The study has been conducted and 

analysed based on set of available information, which is governed by time factor. 

9. Conclusion:-  

 
The investors are well-advised to analyze both return and risk parameters of the mutual funds, over longer 

period of time, before their investment decisions. Although mutual funds are instruments of diversified 

investments, a prudent choice between the many available mutual fund schemes will go a long way in 

generating wealth for the investors. Further, in times of high stock market volatility, mutual funds are the best 

source of investments with assured and adequate returns provided the selection of the mutual funds is in the 

right direction. 

Taking that into consideration and analyzing different Equity Infrastructure Mutual fund schemes the 

conclusions can be made that out of the total schemes studied, all schemes showed Fantastic Performance. 

Schemes such as Franklin Build India Fund followed by L&T Infrastructure Fund & Kotak Infrastructure and 

Economic Reform Fund - Standard Plan, Fund has performed better than the other schemes in comparison of 

average annualised return which indicates that investors who invested in these schemes enjoyed well diversified 

portfolio and received handsome return. These schemes were those which had beaten the Benchmark index. 

Thus, these schemes are a better investment avenue to invest with. 

The performance of Equity Infrastructure mutual fund schemes has been evaluated in terms of risk adjusted 

performance measures such as Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio and Jensen Alpha. In nut shell, the performance of 

mutual fund in terms of risk adjusted measure, all schemes bestowed good performance but some schemes have 

shown higher and superior returns, those are Franklin Build India Fund, L&T Infrastructure Fund & Kotak 

Infrastructure and Economic Reform Fund - Standard Plan and some schemes such as Reliance ETF Infra Bees, 

LIC Nomura MF Infrastructure Fund have shown inferior returns.  

https://www.valueresearchonline.com/funds/newsnapshot.asp?schemecode=6780
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The overall analysis finds Franklin Build India Fund followed by L&T Infrastructure Fund & Kotak 

Infrastructure and Economic Reform Fund - Standard Plan, Fund being the best performers, and Reliance ETF 

Infra Bees, LIC Nomura MF Infrastructure Fund showing poor below-average performance when measured on 

the basis of risk-return relationship models during the study period.  
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